A simple example of branching process is used to estimate the probability that a slightly advantageous mutation would become extinct in the population, a probability that, as expected, is proved to be one for a disadvantageous mutation but also for a neutral one. The model is aimed to first year students in Biology, to show the importance of mathematical methods in their field.
Introduction.
Mathematics is now essential in any scientific field but, in our experience, graduating students in Biology (or Environmental Sciences) tend to consider this subject only a difficult topic, far from their specific interests and from reality. This note is aimed to show to first year students how, in some situations, the lack of mathematical methods may lead to misleading results, even in Biology. We deal with a simple model in Population Genetics to calculate the extinction probability of a mutation newly introduced in a very large population. We concentrate, for simplicity, on the case of a non sexual reproduction, but the results can be easily extended to the case of a sexual one. The extinction probability is shown to be one for either a deleterious or a neutral mutation. Somehow surprisingly this probability is shown to be close to one for a slightly advantageous mutation. The model we suggest can be as well given in a course of Mathematics for high school students, as possible appendix to elementary theory of sequences.
About the Fate of a New Mutant Type in a Large Population
Let us observe a process that starts with the first appearance of a new mutation in a biological population, either in laboratory or in nature. Suppose we see the mutant's frequency in the population fluctuating and then disappearing. What can we learn from this observation? Can we simply conclude that the mutation should have been somehow deleterious?
We shall see that such a conclusion is not necessarily valid, while the opposite is always true. Natural selection is proved, indeed, to purge the population from deleterious types. Still the perpetuation of the fit, especially in its first stage, may depend on mere chance. We shall briefly discuss the biological meaning of this finding at the end of the note. To prove our claim we use a model of Branching Processes. This method was first developed, at the end of the 19 th -century, by Francis Galton and George N. Watson to treat the extinction of family names. The model was neglected for many years after their original work, or studied in isolated papers. But in the past century the method and its generalizations became a theoretical basis to study the multiplication of such objects as genes, asexual organisms, neutrons or cosmic rays. The Galton-Watson process, widely generalized for these purposes, was given the general name of Branching Process. (For a general mathematical representation see the book of T.H. Harris, 1964 . For an emphasize of its application to Population Biology see the book of Athreya and Ney, 2011).
Following the G.&W. method, we study the fate of a mutation that occurs in a large asexual population. We suppose that any mutant individual has a random number X of direct offspring, independently of other mutant individuals in the population, and so has, in turn, any of its offspring, X = 0, 1, 2, ..... This is a reasonable assumption in a large, well mixed population in which, as long as the frequency of the mutation is low, mutant individuals are unlikely to meet, hence to interfere with each other. Let p k be the probability,
the mutation is said neutral. We denote with X t the random number of descendents of the mutant in generation t, (t = 0, 1, 2, ...), the stochastic process {X t }, where X 0 = 1, X 1 = X, .... is, in fact, a Galton and Watson process, which is the simplest case of branching processes. If at a given generation , X = 0, then X t = 0 for all t ≥ , and we say that the mutation becomes extinct.
Given the probability vector p k , we want now to calculate the extinction probability of the mutation.
Let us suppose to know the value of s corresponding to a process that starts from a single mutant individual, and ask ourselves what is the extinction probability in a process that starts, instead, from n mutant individuals, (n = 0, 1, 2, ..). Since the extinction probability at any of these n processes, independently of the others, is s, the total extinction probability, namely the probability that the mutation would become extinct in all the n subprocesses, shall be s n . We now return to the original process that starts with a single mutant, and assume that the first individual would have exactly k offspring. In this case the conditional extinction probability, which is equivalent to the extinction probability in each of the k independent processes started by any of the k offspring, must be s k . Since the number of offspring born in the first generation is k with probability p k , the total extinction probability s in the original process, that starts with X 0 = 1, must be given by s = ∑ ∞ k=0 p k s k . But, for any discrete distribution vector p(X = k) = p k , (k = 0, 1, 2, ..), the function g (s) = ∑ ∞ k=0 s k p k , defined for any 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, is the moment generating function of the random variable X, (in fact g (n) (1) = EX n is the n-th moment of X n ). g (s) has the following properties:
(
At last, for s = 1, we get:
The extinction probability of the branching process {X t } , starting from a single mutant, is therefore a solution s * of the equation s = g(s), where g is the moment generating function of the number X of offspring of a single mutant. In other words, s * is the intersection, on [0, 1], of the function g(s) with the main diagonal. Since g(1) = 1, s * = 1 is always such an intersection. Being g(0) = p 0 and g(s) a monotone, increasing, convex function, then only one more intersection may exist (from up to down) of g(s) and the main diagonal. It can be easily seen, through a simple graph, that, from (5), in the (subcritical) and (critical) cases EX ≤ 1, s * = 1 is the only intersection, while, in the supercritical case, EX > 1, another intersection exists, s * < 1.
Proposition 2.1. The extinction probability s * is the smallest solution of the equation g(s) = s; it is s * = 1 in the subcritical and critical case, it is s * < 1,in the supercritical case.
From a continuity argument, for a slightly advantageous mutation (EX = 1+ε, ε > 0, small) s * should be close to 1. This means that a slightly advantageous mutant is still more likely to become extinct. We can be more accurate with the help of some mathematical tools. Let us think of the most common Poisson distribution of offspring (with high fertility and low viability). If m is the mean, we can easily calculate
We are now looking for the extinction probability s = 1 − θ, (θ small) that satisfies the equation and, for m = EX = 1 + ε, θ is approximately 2ε, where ε is close to 0.
The extinction probability for a mutant such that EX = 1 + ε is then approximately, s = 1 − 2ε. We have proved the following result: Proposition 2.2. A deleterious mutation is bound to become extinct in probability 1, and so is a neutral one. Moreover a mutant which becomes extinct is not necessarily deleterious: a slightly advantageous mutation, with expected number of offspring 1 + ε, where ε > 0 is small, has an extinction probability of approximately 1 − 2ε.
Discussion
We have seen that, at least in some sense, the answer to the question at the title of this note is negative: Contrary to our expectation, the fittest type in the population may have only small probability, (1 − s), to survive and to become established in the population. This is the case when the fittest is represented by a newly introduced mutant type in a large population, and when the selective advantage of the mutant type over the rest of the population is not drastic. However, in agreement with our expectation, we have seen that only a selectively advantageous mutant type has a positive probability (even if sometimes small, 1 − s = 2ε) to become established in the population and so to contribute to its evolutionary changes. This means that, in the long run, with a sufficient availability of different mutations, small evolutionary changes are likely to occur through the establishment of advantageous mutant types.
However it is not given for granted that any such advantageous type, once introduced into the population, would actually become successfully established within it.
As simple biological example, we may think of a plant that produce thousand seeds before dying. Commonly only few of them would survive to become a fertile plant. A seed that carries an advantageous mutation has a chance larger than one over thousand to survive, still it is almost as likely as the others to be lost, be eaten by a bird, to fall on an arid rock or to be eaten as young plant.
